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Reminders
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q Gradescope
q Entry code: 5VX27N

q HW1
q Due Thursday, before the lecture time



Outline
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q Sentiment Analysis: Basics

q Themes and Contextual Valence Shifters

q General Text Classification



Sentiment Analysis (Recap)
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q Given a review document, can we estimate its sentiment from its content?



Bag-of-Words + Logistic Regression
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q For the i-th document, 𝒙!,# denotes the TF-IDF for the word j
q Prediction

q "𝒚𝒊 = 𝜎 ∑#%&
|(| 𝒙!,#𝒘# + 𝑏

q 𝜎 𝑥 = )!

)!*& =
&

&*)"!

q Some facts
q 𝒚! ∈ 0, 1
q &𝒚! ∈ [0, 1]

q Logistic Loss for the i-th instance
𝑙 𝒚! , &𝒚! = − 𝑦! log 0𝑦! + 1 − 𝑦! log 1 − 0𝑦!



Design Question: How to Define 𝒚!?
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q 5 Stars?
q 4 to 5 stars à Positive
q 3 stars à Neutral
q 1 to 2 stars à Negative

q Upvotes vs. Downvotes
q Min-max normalization?
q What about outliers?

q Z-score?
q What about the range?
q Clipping could be a solution



Design Question: How to Define 𝒙!?
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q Even it’s bag-of-words, it could be
q Unigram? Bigram? Trigram? …
q Binary
q TF
q TF-IDF
q …



Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB)
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q MNB only cares the binary presence of words
q 𝒙!,# here will be the binary representation

q MNB is essentially counting-based
q For a word j
q Positive count: 𝒑# = 𝛼 + ∑!,+#%&𝒙!,#
q Negative count: 𝒒# = 𝛼 + ∑!,+#%,𝒙!,#

q "𝒚𝒊 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝒙!-𝒘

q Therefore, we can estimate 𝒘# = log
𝒑$/ 𝒑 %

𝒒$/ 𝒒 %



SVM with NB Features: A strong baseline
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q SVM:
q Maximize the margin
q L2-regularized L2 loss works more stable than L1

q NBSVM:
q Adjust 𝒙!,# to 𝒘#, if 𝒙!,# = 1
q Works very well for long documents

q “An interpolation between MNB and SVM performs excellently for all documents”

(Wang and Christopher, 2012)



Comparison of these baselines
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q RT-2k and IMDB are long documents
q Subj. is a snippet dataset

q NBSVM with bigrams performs the best
q MNB works well for snippets (i.e., short)

(Wang and Christopher, 2012)



Outline
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q Sentiment Analysis: Basics

q Themes and Contextual Valence Shifters

q General Text Classification



Unique Challenges in Sentiment Analysis
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q General classification framework could work for sentiment analysis
q Are there anything overlooked?
q Themes
q Aspects
q Contextual Valence Shifters
q …



Observation I - Multi-Theme
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q Review Examples

q Observation
q A sentiment word may express different polarity in different themes



What is a theme?
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q Review Examples

q Theme is a very general concept, it could be
q Different aspects of products, e.g., service and environment for 

restaurants;
q Different categories of review target, e.g., horror movie and 

romantic movie



Theme - Formal Definition
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q The themes in each review 𝑟 are represented by a vector 𝜃", where 
𝜃"! is the weight of theme 𝑖 in the review 𝑟.

q We assume such descriptors are given
q How to get this?
q Our LDA lecture will give an example
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Observation II - Shifter
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q Review Examples

q Observation
q The presences of contextual valence shifters may interfere the word 

polarity.



What is a shifter?
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q Review Examples

q 3 types
q Negation: not
q Intensifier: very
q Diminisher: slightly



Shifter - Formal Definition
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q Assumption
q Shifters are theme-invariant.

q The sentiment shifting effect of the shifter 𝑤 is quantified as 𝑓# ∈ 𝑅
q 𝑆$ represents the sentiment polarity score of the word 𝑤
q Assumption
q Product rule: s%&!'()",# = 𝑓%&!'()"×𝑆#
q Examples
q not happy  = 𝑓+,-× 𝑆./001
q very happy = 𝑓2341× 𝑆./001
q possibly happy =  𝑓0,556781× 𝑆./001



How can we model themes and shifters?
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q Problem: Given a review corpus 𝐷, the sentiment label (polarity or 
score) and the theme descriptor 𝜃

q Goal: A unified word-level sentiment analysis model
q Multi-theme
q Theme embedding and word embedding to capture different 

sentiment polarities of the same word in different themes.
q Shifter
q Automatically discover the sentiment-changing patterns and 

quantify their effects.
(Yu et al., 2016)



How to model multi-theme?
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q [Observation] A sentiment word may express different polarity in 
different themes.

q The sentiment polarity for word 𝑗 in theme 𝑖: 𝑠!9 = 𝒑𝒊𝑻𝒒𝒋
q 𝒑𝒊 -- theme 𝑖’s embedding vector
q 𝒒𝒋 -- word 𝑗’s embedding vector

q 𝑊=9 is the “occurrence” of the word 𝑗 in the document 𝑑
q Normalizations such as TF-IDF may be applied

q A document 𝑑 is a bag-of-words
q 𝑠= = ∑! 𝜃=! ∑9𝑊=9 𝒑𝒊𝑻𝒒𝒋

q Feature-based Matrix Factorization à Just covered last week

(Yu et al., 2016)



How to model shifters?
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q [Observation] The presences of contextual valence shifters may 
interfere the word polarity.

q Theme-invariant sentiment words
q The polarities of 𝑠!9 are consistent among almost all themes.

q Learn 𝑓⋅ based theme-invariant sentiment words
q A logistic regression problem
q Find the context of shifters; Mask the sentiments of common 

sentiment words; Infer the effect of shifters

(Yu et al., 2016)



Shifter Identification
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q Example

q Theme-invariant sentiment words: disappointed (-) & love(+);
q Find the context of shifters (sliding window);
q Infer the effect of shifters (a logistic regression problem).

(Yu et al., 2016)



Overall Framework
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q Iterative learning process
q Fix shifter effects à Learn theme and word embeddings
q Feature-based Matrix Factorization

q Fix theme and word embeddings à Learn shifter effects
q Logistic Regression

q Additional challenges:
q Not very ≠ Not × Very
q Not good ≠ Bad

q Our solutions: Phrase Mining techniques à Will cover in later lectures
q not_very as a phrase shifter
q not_good as a sentiment phrase

(Yu et al., 2016)



Multi-Theme Verification
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q Polarities of the same sentiment words in different themes
q cozy, prepared, cheap, cash, boring, old

(Yu et al., 2016)
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Example Shifter Effects (Yelp)
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q Good negation: 𝑓+,- < 0.5

q Good diminisher: 0.0 < 𝑓586?.-81< 1.0

q Good intensifier: 𝑓2341 > 1.0 

(Yu et al., 2016)

never: -1.33, not so: -1.00, not even: -0.75, not: -0.52, 
not very: -0.48, not really: -0.39, none: -0.27, no: -0.22, 
only: -0.18, not that: -0.13, nothing really: -0.11 

could: 0.12, reasonably: 0.17, few: 0.18, slightly: 0.18, 
nothing that: 0.18, felt: 0.22, before: 0.22, not overly: 0.25, 
would only: 0.25, than: 0.27, somehow: 0.28 

completely: 2.59, more than: 2.42, absolutely: 2.33, 
extremely: 2.33, really: 2.25, not only: 2.23, some really: 2.17, 
far: 2.15, particularly: 2.13, simply: 2.12, too: 2.06, 
excessively: 2.02, certainly: 2.00, most: 2.00, very: 1.96 



Shifter Learning Quality
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q Human Evaluation Design
q Given a review and selected shifter modified sentiment words, 

check if after modification, the sentiment is correct or not.
q Typical error by overfitting: they were actually really good
q Bi-gram: actually good = -0.1304
q Ours: actually good = 1.729

q The intraclass correlation of 4 human judges is high enough to show 
agreement

(Yu et al., 2016)



Explainable Sentiment Analysis
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(Yu et al., 2016)



Sentiment Classification
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q Evaluate binary classification accuracy
q All datasets are close to be balanced

(Yu et al., 2016)

Not substantially
improved, 
especially in 

Yelp & IMDB. 
Why?



Sentiment Classification - Discussion
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q The instances are ranked by the ratio (number of shifters /number of 
tokens), from high to low.

q When the ratio getting bigger, shifters exist in the review with a larger 
portion and the gain of modeling shifter effect is bigger.

(Yu et al., 2016)



Sentiment Classification - Discussion
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q From statistical perspective
q over 93% of reviews have shifters
q the portion of words (serving as features) adjusted in each review 

are 7.2/87 in Yelp dataset and 10.5/122.8 in IMDB dataset
q From semantic perspective
q Long reviews have many mentions of similar sentiment, i.e., people 

mention “not happy” and “unhappy” in the same review
q Conclusion
q Shifters may not play important roles for long document 

classification, but for shorter text or sentence level, they will be 
more effective.

(Yu et al., 2016)



Outline
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q Sentiment Analysis: Basics

q Themes and Contextual Valence Shifters

q General Text Classification



From Sentiment to Other Categories
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q Sentiment is a special case of text classification

q Different settings (some of them could be further combined
q Documents, sentences, …
q Multi-class
q Multi-label
q Hierarchical
q Supervised
q Semi-supervised
q Weakly supervised
q …



A few popular solutions: Text CNN
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q It is also known as 1-D CNN



A few popular solutions: LSTM w/ Attention
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A few popular solutions: HAN
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A few popular solutions: BERT
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q Fine-tuning based on class labels



Summary, Q&A
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q Sentiment Analysis: Basics

q Themes and Contextual Valence Shifters

q General Text Classification



Recommended Readings
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